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The globalization of cultural superficiality, forcefully
augmented by social media and irresistible commercial 
interests, has severely tested a depth psychological per-
spective based on archetypal foundations. Perceptions 
regarding meaning generally are horizontal, while the 
vertical axis has melted away with the religions. Thera-
peutic resources for a time of crisis like ours are thin and 
insufficient. Client X asks about the meaning of life as she 
tries to raise a family alone and works as a psychothera-
pist in a clinic overwhelmed with anxious patients; client 
Y wonders if he will have a future in fast-moving and 
ever-changing industry and does not want to bring chil-
dren into the world as it is; Client Z lives alone in his 
old age and cannot venture out of his home without pa-
ralyzing anxiety about contagious disease or look at his 
past without a sense of failure and guilt. Does Analytical 
Psychology offer methods to find meaning for psycho -
logical conditions as typical as these in postmodern so-
cieties? Training Jungian analysts, psychotherapists, and 
thinkers today must take up the challenge – to develop 
a perspective on personal and cultural development (in-
dividuation) that pays careful attention to the symbolic 
and to unconscious movements in the individual and the 
collective psyche. The Red Book offers a tremendous re-
source. The main questions to be asked in this lecture are: 
What is our vision of the well trained Jungian Analyst for
today and tomorrow? How can we as teachers and senior
analysts guide the training process toward this goal?

Murray Stein, Ph.D., studied as an undergraduate at Yale University (B.A. in 
English) and attended graduate student at Yale Divinity School (M.Div.) and the 
University of Chicago (Ph.D. in Religion and Psychological Studies). He trained as 
a Jungian psychoanalyst at the C.G. Jung-Institut of Zurich. From 1976 to 2003, he 
was a training analyst at the C.G. Jung Institute of Chicago, of which he was a foun-
ding member and President from 1980 to 1985. In 1989, he joined the Executive 
Committee of the International Association for Analytical Psychology (IAAP) as 
Honorary Secretary for Dr. Thomas Kirsch as President (1989–1995) and served 
as President of the IAAP from 2001 to 2004. He was president of the International 
School of Analytical Psychology (ISAP) in Zurich in 2008–2012 and is presently a 
training and supervising analyst there. Among his major publications, Jungian Analy-
sis (1982), In Midlife (1983, translated into Italian as Nel mezzo della vita, 2004), Jung’s 
Treatment of Christianity: The Psychotherapy of a Religious Tradition (1985), Psychology
of the Divine: Numinosity, Archetype and Symbol (1991), Solar Conscience Lunar Con-
science: An Essay on the Psychological Foundations of Morality (1994), Hermes and the 
Creation of Space (1995), Practicing Wholeness: Analytical Psychology and Jungian Thou-
ght (1996), Jung’s Map of the Soul: An Introduction (1998), Transformation: Emergence 
of the Self (1998, translated into Italian as Trasformazione. Compito umano fondamen-
tale, 2005), A Changing God Image: What Does it Mean? (2002), The Principle of In-
dividuation: Toward the Development of Human Consciousness (2006, translated into 
Italian as Il principio di individuazione. Verso lo sviluppo della coscienza umana, 2010), 
Minding the Self: Jungian Meditations on Contemporary Spirituality (2014), Minding the 
Self, Soul: Retrieval and Treatment (2014), Soul: Treatment and Recovery: The Selected 
Works of Murray Stein (2015), Outside Inside and All Around: And Other Essays in Jun-
gian Psychology (2017), The Bible as Dream: A Jungian Interpretation (2018), Map of the 
Soul. Persona: Our Many Faces (2019), Temporalità, vergogna e il problema del male (with 
E. Caramazza, 2019), The Analyst and the Rabbi: A Play (with H. Abramovitch, 2019), 
and Men Under Construction: Challenges and Prospects (2020). With Thomas Arzt, he 
also edited the series entitled, Jung’s Red Book for Our Time (5 volumes, 2017–2021). 
His works are currently being reprinted in The Collected Writings of Murray Stein (Vo-
lume 1: “Individuation,” 2019).


